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Reinhardt Decompositions of Operator Matrix Spaces 
Richard M. Timoney 
Trinity College 
Dublin, Ireland 
This talk contains a discussion of part of a joint paper with T. Barton and 
S. Dineen [l]. The usual definition is that a Reinhardt domain is a domain D 
in C” such that 
( Zl, .z w..,q,)=D - (eielZI,eie2Z2,...,eiBnZn)E D 
(for all choices of real numbers 8,, es,. . . , 0,). We take a slightly more abstract 
point of view and define Reinhardt domains in any finite-dimensional (com- 
plex) vector space E with a fixed basis. Even more generally, let 
E = E,@E,@ . . . @E, (1) 
be a vector-space direct-sum decomposition of E (E is finite-dimensional), 
and write z = z1 + zs + . . . + zk when z E E (zj E Ej). 
DEFINITION. If D is a domain in E, then the decomposition (1) is said to 
give a Reinhardt decomposition of D if 
.z = .zl + z2 + . . . + zk E D d eielzl + eiezzz + . . . + eiekzk E D 
(for all real f3,, es,. . . , e,). 
We classify all such decompositions for certain matrix domains D. The 
domains we consider are examples of bounded symmetric domains (intro- 
duced by E. Cartan [2]). Our methods apply in this general setting (see [l] for 
details), although a greater degree of abstraction is required in some of the 
other cases. 
Let M(m, n) denote the space of m x n matrices over C, and let 
C(m, n, j) denote the matrices in M(m, n) with only the jth column 
nonzero. By the operator norm of an m X n matrix A we mean the usual 
operator norm of A regarded as an operator between finite-dimensional 
Hilbert spaces. 
THEORJZM 1. Let E = M(m, n), and let D be the open unit ball of E in 
the operator norm. Then, up to linear isometrics of E, the only decomposi- 
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tions (1) of E which give Reinhardt decompositions of D are 
(i) those of the form 
wherep,UpzU ... upk isapartitionof {1,2,...,n} andk<n, and 
(ii) the corresponding decompositions with rows in place of columns. 
Proof. It is not difficult to check that (i) and (ii) above do always give 
Reinhardt decompositions of D. The proof that these are the only ones relies 
on three observations, which we state as Lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If g : E + E is a linear isometry of E = M( m, n ) (operator 
norm), then there are unitary matrices U and V (with U m x m and V n X n) 
such that 
g(Z)=UzV* 
forallZEE(org(Z)=UZ’V* forallZifm=n). WemaynonnalizelJ 
and V so that the product of their determinants is 1. 
(See [2, 3, 4, 51, or [Cl.) 
We denote the group of all linear isometries of E by K. 
LEMMA 2. Zf (1) gives a Reinhardt decomposition of D (D, E as in the 
theorem), then the group T of all isometrics of E of the form 
z1 + z2 + . . . + tk - eielzl + eiezz2 + . . . + eiekzk 
is a toral subgroup of K. 
LEMMA 3. If (1) gives a Reinhardt decomposition of D (D, E as in the 
theorem) and Pi denotes the projection 
Pi:E+Ei, 
then iP,,iPz,..., iPk all belong to the Lie algebra 7 of T. 
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To complete the proof of the theorem, we fix the maximal torus T,,, in K 
consisting of all the isometries UZV* with U, V diagonal. We may choose 
g E K to satisfy gTg_’ c T,,. Then, by replacing (1) with 
we may suppose that T c T,,,,. Consequently 7 is contained in the Lie 
algebra ym, of T,,. The elements of rm, may be represented abstractly 
by two diagonal skew-Hermit& matrices u = diag(a,, CQ,, . . . , a,) and u = 
diag(P,, &, . . . , fin) with trace(u)+ trace(v) = 0. Concretely, they act on E 
by 
and may be simultaneously diagonalized with eigenvalues a j - PI (1~ j < m, 
1~ Z< n). By Lemma 3, iPj E 9 c Ym,. Since the eigenvalues of iPj are all 
0 or i, a simple combinatorial argument identifies all possibilities for 
p,, pz,. . . , P, and leads to the stated result. 
THEOREM 2. Let E denote the subspace of symmetric matrices in M( n, n), 
and D the unit ball of E (in the operator norm). Then no decomposition (1) 
gives a Reinhurdt decomposition of D (unless k = 1). 
THEOREM 3. Let E denote the subspace of skew-symmetric matrices in 
M(n, n), and D the unit ball of E (in the operator norm)). Up to linear 
isometrics of E, the only decomposition (1) which gives a Reinhardt decom- 
position of D is E = E,@E,, where E, consists of the matrices in E with 
rwnzero entries only in the first row and first column (and E, has zeros in the 
first row and first column). 
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Hermitian Forms, Full Rings, and von Neumann Regular Matrices 
D. W. Lewis 
Mathematics Department 
University College 
Dublin, Ireland 
At the last Dublin matrix conference (October 1980) and in more detail in 
[3] we reviewed, from a matrix viewpoint, the isometry classification problems 
for quadratic and Hermitian forms over fields and division algebras. Here we 
discuss these kinds of forms over more general rings. We do not attempt any 
kind of survey, but simply mention a couple of approaches of potential 
interest to matrix theorists. 
1. Full Rings 
Motivated by the matrix-theoretic proof of the diagonalizability of 
quadratic forms over fields, McDonald and Hershberger [4] define the notion 
of a full ring (a ring which is full of units in a certain sense). Their definition 
goes as follows: Let R be a commutative ring in which 2 is a unit. Then R is 
said to full if it is n-futl for each positive integer n, where n-full means that 
given 2n + 1 elements (Y, pi,. . . , /I,, a,,. . ., 6, of R, such that the ideal 
generated by these elements is all of R, there exist o,, . . . , w, in R such that 
cx + Cl= ,p,w, + Xr= iSioF is a unit of R. They show that many familiar classes 
of ring satisfy this. In particular, local and semilocal rings, von Neumann 
regular rings, and zerodimensional rings are all full. 
They prove that any nonsingular symmetric bilinear form +: M X M + R 
(M being a free R-module of rank n and nonsingular meaning that the map 
M -+ Horn&M, R), m + h( m, .) is bijective) has a diagonal matrix represen- 
tation. In matrix terms, any nonsingular symmetric n X n matrix with entries 
in R is congruent to a diagonal matrix, i.e., there exists an invertible n X n 
matrix P such that P’AP is diagonal. The idea of the proof is to do exactly as 
in the field or skewfield case; see [3, pp. 249-2501. As long as the top 
left-hand comer entry of A is a unit, then a congruence transformation and 
an induction argument complete the proof. In order to obtain this, the proof 
in [4] starts by using the fact that the form is nonsingular and the definition of 
full ring to make the (1,2) entry of A into a unit via a congruence 
transformation. Then, another congruence transformation, again using the 
definition of full, leads to a matrix whose (1,l) entry is a unit. 
